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ABSTRACT

Consensus-sequence engineering has generated protein variants with enhanced stability, and sometimes, with modulated

biological function. Consensus mutations are often interpreted as the introduction of ancestral amino acid residues. How-

ever, the precise relationship between consensus engineering and ancestral protein resurrection is not fully understood.

Here, we report the properties of proteins encoded by consensus sequences derived from a multiple sequence alignment of

extant, class A b-lactamases, as compared with the properties of ancient Precambrian b-lactamases resurrected in the labora-

tory. These comparisons considered primary sequence, secondary, and tertiary structure, as well as stability and catalysis

against different antibiotics. Out of the three consensus variants generated, one could not be expressed and purified (likely

due to misfolding and/or low stability) and only one displayed substantial stability having substrate promiscuity, although

to a lower extent than ancient b-lactamases. These results: (i) highlight the phenotypic differences between consensus var-

iants and laboratory resurrections of ancestral proteins; (ii) question interpretations of consensus proteins as phenotypic

proxies of ancestral proteins; and (iii) support the notion that ancient proteins provide a robust approach toward the prepa-

ration of protein variants having large numbers of mutational changes while possessing unique biomolecular properties.
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INTRODUCTION

Fifty years have passed since Pauling and Zuckerkandl1

noted that the availability of sequence information con-

tained in several extant (living) organisms could be used

to derive a reasonable statistical estimate of the ancient

sequence representing the common ancestor of the mod-

ern sequences of a given protein. Starting with advances

in bioinformatics and molecular biology in the 1990’s,

together with the genomic-era availability of increasing
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numbers of extant protein sequences, researches are now

able to confidently generate laboratory proteins encoded

by reconstructed ancestral sequences.2–4 In recent years,

some of these “molecular restoration studies” (to use the

terminology originally employed by Pauling and Zucker-

kandl) have been reported to successfully infer proteins

on the order of billions of years ago, despite the very

large number of substitutions involved.5–8 Furthermore,

laboratory resurrections of Precambrian proteins appear

to consistently display interesting properties in terms of

both stability and function. Large denaturation tempera-

ture enhancements of 30–35�C upon “traveling back in

time” 2–4 billion years have been reported for elongation

factors, thioredoxins and b-lactamases.5–7 Also, labora-

tory resurrections of �4 billion-year-old thioredoxins are

highly active at acidic pH6 while laboratory resurrections

of 2–3 billion years old b-lactamases have been found to

be moderately efficient promiscuous enzymes capable of

hydrolyzing various antibiotics in vitro and able to

endow modern microorganisms with significant levels of

resistance toward the various antibiotics.7 Certainly,

some of these properties are informative about the envi-

ronment surrounding ancient life. For instance, the large

protein stability enhancements support the notion that

Precambrian life was thermophilic,6,7 while the activity/

pH profiles for �4 billion-year-old thioredoxins can be

interpreted as evidence6 of the acidic character of the

primitive oceans (presumably linked to high levels of

CO2 in the primitive atmosphere). From an applied per-

spective, the unique and extreme properties reported for

ancient proteins support the biotechnological potential

when enhanced stability and promiscuity are highly

desirable features in protein scaffolds to be used for

enzyme engineering protocols.7

Generating a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of

extant sequences is the first step of any study attempting

to infer ancient sequences or calculate a consensus

sequence. Due to sequence conservation, it is reasonable

to expect a substantial number of positions to have iden-

tical residues when comparing ancestral sequences with

consensus sequences, but how these residues contribute

to function is not always clear. Consensus mutations

have been studied in many protein systems over the years

and these mutations are sometimes found to be stabiliz-

ing9–16 and, in some cases, capable of modulating bio-

molecular function.17 Thus, the possibility arises that

consensus mutations are responsible for the unique and

extreme properties of laboratory resurrections of Precam-

brian proteins and that consensus variants are, in fact,

good approximations of ancestral proteins. In practice,

however, the precise relationship between consensus and

ancestral proteins is not fully understood. While it is

possible that consensus mutations may steer a protein

sequence closer to that of its inferred ancestor,18 our

experimental studies have found significant phenotypic

differences between consensus and ancestral

proteins.5,19,20 In this study, we take advantage of our

recent experimental studies on the laboratory resurrec-

tions of Precambrian b-lactamases to explore these issues

in detail. Briefly (see paragraph below for details), we

prepared variants encoded by the consensus of extant

sequences under specific nodes in the phylogenetic tree

of class A b-lactamases and we compare these consensus

proteins to their inferred ancestral counterparts in terms

of sequence, structure, stability and catalysis.

Starting with a MSA of 75 chromosomal sequences of

extant class A b-lactamases, we recently performed an

ancestral reconstruction analysis targeting several billion-

year-old Precambrian nodes in the evolution of these pro-

teins.7 Specifically (see Fig. 1), we targeted the common

ancestors of enterobacteria (ENCA), Gammproteobacteria

(GPBCA), various Gram-negative bacteria (GNCA) and

various Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria

(PNCA). The encoded proteins were prepared in the labo-

ratory and, as discussed above, those corresponding to

2–3 billion-year-old nodes were found to be highly stable

and enzymatically promiscuous against various antibiotic

substrates. We further determined the 3D-structure for the

ancient proteins corresponding to the GNCA and ENCA

nodes and found that they fold into the canonical lacta-

mase fold despite extensive sequence differences compared

with the extant lactamases. In this work, we extend these

experimental studies to include protein variants encoded

by several consensus sequences. Specifically (see Fig. 1),

we analyze protein variants encoded by: (i) the consensus

sequence of the 14 lactamases of the MSA that present the

descendent modern sequences of the GPBCA node in the

phylogenetic tree used; (ii) the consensus sequence of the

26 modern lactamases descended from the GNCA node in

the tree; (iii) the consensus sequence of all 75 lactamases

included in the MSA. Following our previous nomencla-

ture, we refer to these proteins as GPB-CON, GN-CON,

and ALL-CON, respectively. Note that both the recon-

structed ancestral sequences and the consensus sequences

are based on the same MSA, so that comparisons between

them are appropriate.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Consensus sequences were obtained from the MSA of 75

sequences of chromosomal b-lactamases we previously used

for ancestral sequence reconstruction analysis (Supporting

Information Fig. S1 in Risso et al.7) and from the two subsets

of the MSA described above. As previously described (see

Supporting Information in Risso et al.7), insertions occurring

in a few sequences were deleted and the sequences were

reduced to a common length of 262 amino acids by removing

a few external residues in the highly flexible C-terminal

domain. Consensus sequences (given in Fig. S1 of Supporting

Information) were obtained with Bioedit (www.mbio.ncsu.

edu) using a threshold frequency of 0%, which guarantees

V.A. Risso et al.
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Figure 1
Genbank Identifiers for 75 extant sequences of class A b-lactamases and schematic representation of the phylogenetic tree derived from Bayesian
analysis (see Risso et al.7 for a detailed representation of the tree). The Precambrian nodes targeted in our previous study (Risso et al.7) on labora-

tory resurrection of Precambrian b-lactamases are labeled: ENCA (common ancestor of enterobacteria), GPBCA (common ancestor of Gammapro-
teobacteria), GNCA (common ancestor of various Gram-negative bacteria), and PNCA (common ancestor of various Gram-positive and Gram-

negative bacteria). Curly brackets are used to indicate the sequence subsets used for the calculation of the consensus sequences GPB-CON, GN-

CON, and ALL-CON. A sequence alignment including the reconstructed ancestral sequences for the ENCA, GPBCA, GNCA, and PNCA nodes, the
consensus sequences GPB-CON, GN-CON, and ALL-CON, as well as the sequence of the extant TEM-1 b-lactamase, is given in Figure S1 of

Supporting Information.
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that all positions in the consensus sequence are assigned the

highest frequency amino acid.

Genes encoding the consensus lactamases were synthe-

sized and codon optimized for expression in E. coli cells.

Genes were cloned into a pET24 vector with kanamycin

resistance (Novagen), transformed in E. coli BL21 (DE3)

cells (Stratagene, CA) and the proteins were purified by

osmotic shock and gel filtration chromatography as pre-

viously described (Risso et al.7). Protein purity was

checked by SDS-PAGE. Lactamase activity in cellular

extracts after induction was assessed by following spec-

trophotometrically (486 nm) the degradation of nitroce-

fin.21 Enzyme kinetic parameters (Km, kcat and kcat/Km)

for the lactamase-catalyzed hydrolysis of benzylpenicillin

(BZ), cefotaxime (CTX), and ceftazidime (CAZ) at 25�C
in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.0 were deter-

mined from the fitting of the Michaelis-Menten equation

to profiles of initial rate versus substrate concentration

(see Fig. S2 and Table S2 in Supporting Information).

These profiles were obtained from the change in UV

absorbance upon antibiotic hydrolysis as previously

described (Risso et al.7). Thermal stability of the consen-

sus lactamases was measured in 25 mM Hepes buffer pH

7.0 using a VP-Capillary differential scanning calorimeter

[Microcal (GE Healthcare) Northhampton] and follow-

ing the protocol described in detail (Risso et al.7).

Crystals of the consensus lactamases and the ancient

lactamase corresponding to the PNCA node were grown

using the counter-diffusion technique22 in capillaries of

0.1 or 0.2 mm inner diameter. Good-quality diffracting

crystals were obtained in condition C18 (25% PEG 4K,

0.2M NH4 sulfate, 0.1M Na-acetate pH 4.60) of the GCB-

CSK and box 4 (20% PEG 400, 15% PEG 4K, 10% PEG

8K, 0.1M Tris-HCl pH 7.0) of the PEG448-49 crystalliza-

tion kits (Triana S&T, Granada, Spain) for ALL-CON and

PNCA, respectively. In both cases, structures were deter-

mined by the molecular-replacement method using the

GNCA structure (PDB ID 4B88) as search model from

data collected at Soleil (beam-line Proxima-1) and ESRF

(beam-line BM14) synchrotron sources. Details on the

crystal treatment, data collection, and statistics are sum-

marized in Table S1 in Supporting Information.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Comparison between consensus sequences
and reconstructed ancestral sequences

Figure 1 shows the Genbank Identifiers of the 75

extant b-lactamase sequences we used in our recent

sequence reconstruction analysis of Precambrian lacta-

mases (Risso et al.7). To avoid complications due to

recent evolution in the clinical antibiotic era, all sequen-

ces were chromosomally located (derived from a search

in the NCBI database of complete genomes) thus no

plasmidic lactamases were included, and we also made

sure that none of the selected sequences came from clini-

cal isolates (see Risso et al.7 for details). Figure 1 also

shows a schematic representation of the phylogenetic tree

inferred from the 75 sequences using Bayesian analysis,7

the Precambrian nodes originally resurrected7 and the

sets of sequences used to derive the three consensus pro-

teins targeted in this work: the consensus of the 75

extant lactamases calculated from the complete MSA

used for ancestral sequence reconstruction (ALL-CON),

the consensus of the 26 extant sequences descended from

the GNCA node (GN-CON) and the consensus of the 14

extant sequences descended from the GPBCA node

(GPB-CON).

As expected, there is a substantial amount of sequence

identity between consensus and ancestral sequences as

seen from the alignment shown in Figure S1 of Support-

ing Information. However, site-specific residue differen-

ces between the consensus and ancestral sequences are

notable (see the data collected in Table I). In particular,

many residues differ between sites in which the ances-

trally inferred residues are supported with high posterior

probabilities (differences shown in bold in Table I are

tabulated by taking into account only those positions in

which the reconstructed ancestral residues have a poste-

rior probability >0.8).

On the differences between consensus
sequences and ancestral reconstructed
sequences

Differences between consensus sequences and ancestral

reconstructions should not come as a surprise, even if

both analyses start with the same extant sequence infor-

mation, as is the case here. It is reasonable to expect

such differences because the two analyses handle extant

sequence information in very different manners. Consen-

sus is a simple amino acid counting procedure and the

consensus sequence itself reflects the most counts at indi-

vidual sites across a set of extant sequences. By contrast,

ancestral reconstruction uses all extant sequence

Table I
Sequence Differences Between the b-Lactamase Studied in This Work

GPB-CON GN-CON ALL-CON

TEM-1 67/262 93/262 121/262
ENCA 42/262 67/262 106/262

29/236 50/236 86/236
GPBCA 77/262 39/262 68/262

21/195 11/195 32/195
GNCA 98/262 53/262 61/262

72/223 34/223 35/223
PNCA 103/262 62/262 54/262

71/223 33/223 35/223

Numbers in bold refer to robustly inferred positions in ancestral sequences (prob-

ability of the most probabilistic residue is �0.8 at these positions). First number

in each pair refers to amino acids differences while the second number is the total

number of residues.
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information to construct a phylogenetic tree in which the

branches have different lengths and, subsequently (see

pages 45–46 in Liberles3), produces probabilities for dif-

ferent sets of ancestral states at all nodes using amino

acid replacement probabilities that take branch lengths

into account. In one instance, the use of joint probabil-

ities implies that the most probabilistic ancestral states at

a given node are linked to the ancestral states determined

for all other nodes on tree including not only “younger

descendant” nodes below, but also “older ancestor”

nodes above. Furthermore, the lengths of the branches

connecting the nodes are relevant as they are used to cal-

culate amino acid replacement probabilities. In fact,

most discrepancies between consensus residues and the

inferred ancestral residues can be intuitively understood

on the basis of these ideas, as it is illustrated by the two

representative examples in figures S3 and S4 of the Sup-

porting Information. Note that the nodes of interest in

the trees of Supporting Information Figures S3 and S4

are typically connected to other nodes with identical

ancestral states via short branches.

Differences between the consensus and ancestral

approaches are likely to occur when a site contains a high

amount of sequence diversity. In fact, a simple statistical

analysis (Fig. S5 in the Supporting Information) shows

that the consensus/ancestral discrepancies occur more

often at positions with high Shannon entropy based on

the MSA. Furthermore, since all the extant sequences are

assumed to have evolved from a single ancestral sequence

(or from a population of closely related sequences), high

diversity should correspond to high evolutionary rates.

Indeed, Shannon entropy values show a good correlation

with the site-specific evolutionary rates calculated using

an among-site rate variation model of the gamma distri-

bution (Supporting Information Fig. S6). Thus, we expect

that consensus/ancestral discrepancies are also likely to

occur at sites having high rates of evolution for the lacta-

mase family as well as other protein families (Fig. S7 in

the Supporting Information).

The results presented above highlight that a certain

number of differences between a consensus sequence and

a corresponding reconstructed ancestral sequence (i.e.,

derived from the same extant sequence alignment) are to

be expected, particularly at sites with high rates of evolu-

tion. A potentially more important issue, however, is

whether such differences have a significant phenotypic

impact or not. It is important to note at this point that

ancestral resurrection studies do not claim that recon-

structed sequences are precise representations of true and

unique ancestral sequences but, rather, that the properties

of the proteins encoded by the reconstructed sequences

(the laboratory resurrected proteins) provide an acceptable

approximation of the ancestral protein phenotype. This

claim is reasonable when (i) similar phenotypic properties

are displayed for proteins encoded by alternative recon-

structions at a single given node (phenotypic robustness)

and (ii) the properties of the resurrected proteins lead to

credible evolutionary narratives that are further supported

by disparate scientific studies. In the case of our previous

work on resurrected Precambrian b-lactamases,7 pheno-

typic robustness was displayed based on measurements of

additional sequences derived from a Monte Carlo sam-

pling of the posterior probability distributions. Further-

more, the stability and catalytic features of the resurrected

proteins led to a remarkably convincing evolutionary nar-

rative. Laboratory resurrections of 2–3 billion-years-old b-

lactamases were thus found to be highly stable and cata-

lytically promiscuous, supporting the often proposed ther-

mophilic character of ancestral life5–7,20 and providing

evidence for the evolutionary conversion of generalists

(promiscuous enzymes) into specialists over the course of

natural evolution. Evolutionary conversion of substrate-

promiscuous b-lactamases into penicillin-specialists may

be an adaptation to the development of penicillin antibi-

otics by other organisms and, interestingly, our experi-

mental data for several laboratory-resurrected Precambrian

b-lactamases suggested that the conversion occurred over

a time span roughly matching the divergence time of

fungi (about 1.2 billion years ago). It should be clear, in

view of all this, that the crucial issue in the context of this

work is whether the consensus/ancestral discrepancies

have a phenotypic impact and, in particular, whether the

properties of the proteins encoded by the consensus

sequences lead to similarly convincing evolutionary narra-

tives provided by the proteins obtained on the basis of

ancestral sequence reconstruction. To experimentally

address this issue, we have targeted the preparation in the

laboratory of the proteins encoded by the ALL-CON,

GN-CON, and GPB-CON consensus sequences and their

characterization in terms of 3D-structure, stability, and

catalysis. These efforts are described below.

Consensus variant purification

The consensus variants GPB-CON and ALL-CON could

be easily purified to high yield using standard procedures

(see Materials and Methods for details). However, all our

attempts to obtain GN-CON were unsuccessful (no pro-

tein detected in SDS-PAGE of total extracts: Fig. 2) despite

trying a variety of overexpression conditions using the

standard strain BL21 (DE3). All combinations of various

induction times (3 h, 5 h, and overnight), various induc-

tion temperatures (4, 16, 20, 30 and 37�C) and various

culture media (LB and TB) were tested. We also tried the

overexpression of GN-CON in the BL21 (DE3)pLysS

strain that is recommended for overexpression of toxic

proteins; still, no expression was detected in SDS-PAGE.

Measurements of lactamase activity in cellular lysates

obtained across different times after protein induction

revealed a large increase of lactamase activity correlated

with time for the ALL-CON and GPB-CON variants but

only a negligible increase for the GN-CON variant

Consensus vs. Ancestral Proteins
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(Fig. 2), a pattern that is consistent with the correspond-

ing amount of protein as seen in SDS-PAGE. This suggests

that the protein encoded by the GN-CON consensus

sequence fails to substantially fold properly and/or it is

highly unstable and becomes degraded quickly in the cell.

Structure

Diffraction quality crystals could not be generated for

the GPB-CON variant (nor could crystals corresponding

to the GPBCA ancestral protein from our previous work:

Risso et al.7) despite trying both counter diffusion and

vapour diffusion experiments with several crystallization

screening kits. On the other hand, crystallization and 3D-

structure determination to 1.8 and 2.2 Å resolution limit

could be carried out for the PNCA and ALL-CON var-

iants respectively. Figure 3 shows a comparison of the

structure determined for the consensus ALL-CON variant

along with the structures of an extant TEM-1 b-lactamase

and three resurrected Precambrian proteins: GNCA and

ENCA b-lactamases (structures reported in Risso et al.7),

as well as the lactamase corresponding to the PNCA node

(determined as part of this work). It is evident from Fig-

ure 3 that the proteins all share the canonical lactamase

fold and only minor movements appear in both the ter-

minal helix and some solvent-exposed loops. In fact, no

significant differences are observed in the active site

region, suggesting that differences in catalytic features

between these enzymes (see further below) could be

related to dynamic factors that may not be apparent in

static X-ray structures, as we have previously discussed.7

Stability

The consensus GPB-CON variant is generated from

the subset of sequences in the MSA used by Risso et al.7

that are descended from the node assigned to the last

common ancestor of gamma-Proteobateria [GPBCA

node in Fig. 1(a)]. It is reasonable, therefore, to compare

the properties of this consensus protein with those of the

resurrected lactamase corresponding to the ancestral

node, as well as to extant proteins within this subset of

sequences. In terms of stability [see DSC profiles in Fig.

4(a), GPB-CON lactamase is only slightly more stable

than the extant TEM-1 lactamase from E. coli (denatura-

tion temperature of 60�C versus 55�C, respectively].

Conversely, the GPB-CON protein has a denaturation

temperature about 30� below that of the GPBCA

lactamase.

The variant encoded by the consensus of all sequences

in the MSA used by Risso et al.7 (ALL-CON) has a

denaturation temperature of 79�C. This demonstrates

Figure 2
The amounts of consensus lactamases after induction in BL21 cells. (a) SDS-PAGE of total cellular extracts at different times after induction. GPB,

GN, and ALL refer to the consensus variants GPB-CON, GN-CON, and ALL-CON. Lanes with the molecular weight markers are labeled MK.
(b) lactamase activity (as measured by the rate of hydrolysis of nitrocefine) in the soluble fraction versus time after induction. Note that in both

the SDS-PAGE and activity assays, very low levels of the consensus GN-CON lactamase are detected. [Color figure can be viewed in the online
issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

V.A. Risso et al.
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that the ALL-CON protein has a denaturation tempera-

ture above most extant lactamases, but this value is still

below the values for the ancestral lactamases dating to

about 2–3 billion years old [see Fig. 4(b)]. The result

that consensus engineering enhances protein stability but

to a lesser extent than ancestral reconstruction does is in

fact consistent with two published studies in which con-

sensus proteins are compared with laboratory resurrec-

tions of ancestral proteins. Gaucher and coworkers5,19

determined a denaturation temperature of 73�C for the

reconstructed/resurrected elongation factor Tu of the last

bacterial common ancestor, while the corresponding con-

sensus protein has a denaturation temperature of 60�C.

Likewise, Akanuma et al.20 have recently reported dena-

turation temperatures in the 100–110�C range for several

laboratory resurrections corresponding to �4 billion

years-old nodes in the evolution of nucleoside diphos-

phate kinases, while a denaturation temperature of 84�C
was reported for the corresponding consensus protein.

The enhanced thermostability for several laboratory

resurrections of ancestral proteins corresponding to

nodes of Precambrian age5–7,20 supports that the notion

Figure 3
Structural comparison of the ALL-CON consensus lactamase, the extant TEM-1 b-lactamase (PDB code: 1BTL), and the laboratory resurrections

corresponding to the ENCA, GNCA, and PNCA Precambrian nodes (Fig. 1). ENCA and GNCA structures (PDB codes: 3ZDJ and 4B88, respec-
tively) were previously reported (Risso et al.7), while ALL-CON and PNCA structures (PDB codes: 4C75 and 4C6Y, respectively) have been deter-

mined in this work. Minor structural differences (in solvent exposed loops and the terminal helix) are labeled with arrows. [Color figure can be

viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 4
Differential scanning calorimetry thermograms for the denaturation of consensus lactamases, laboratory resurrections of Precambrian lactamases

and the extant TEM-1 b-lactamase. (a) Comparison of the thermal stabilities of the consensus GPB-CON lactamase and the corresponding (see
Fig. 1) GPBCA Precambrian laboratory resurrection. (b) Comparison of the thermal stabilities of the lactamase variant encoded by the consensus

of all 75 extant sequences of Figure 1 with the laboratory resurrections of 1.5–3 billion years old lactamases. Differences in areas under the transi-
tions reflect the expected temperature dependence of the denaturation enthalpy, as is shown in the Inset of panel A. [Color figure can be viewed in

the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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that ancient life was thermophilic, that Precambrian pro-

teins were, consequently, highly stable and that ancestral

reconstruction, a broad-scale phylogenetic procedure,

does provide a reasonable approximation to the ancestral

protein phenotype. However, it appears that, in most

cases, ancestral protein hyperstability will be captured to

a lesser extent by proteins computed using the consensus

approach, as shown by the ancestral/consensus compari-

sons reported for b-lactamases (this work), elongation

factors Tu5,19 and nucleoside diphosphate kinases.20

Catalysis

From our previous work, 2–3 billion year old

b-lactamases displayed7 a decreased catalytic efficiency

for the degradation of penicillin antibiotics (such as BZ)

compared with modern enzymes, but had an increased

efficiency for degradation of third-generation antibiotics

such as CTX and CAZ compared with modern enzymes.

The ancestral catalytic efficiencies against these various

antibiotics were determined to be roughly similar, and of

the same order, as the catalytic efficiency of the average

modern enzyme,7,23 indicating that laboratory resurrec-

tions of 2–3 billion year old b-lactamases are moderately

efficient as promiscuous enzymes. For instance, plots of

catalytic efficiency towards a third-generation antibiotic

(CTX or CAZ) versus catalytic efficiency toward a peni-

cillin antibiotic (BZ) provide an excellent illustration of

the generalist-specialist conversion during the course of

evolutionary history (Fig. 5). To determine the extent to

what consensus b-lactamases capture the ancestral sub-

strate promiscuity, we determined the Michaelis-Menten

parameters (Fig. S2 and Table S3 in Supporting Informa-

tion) for the degradation of BZ, CTX, and CAZ catalyzed

by GPB-CON and ALL-CON (Fig. 5).

GPB-CON does not appear to be a promiscuous

enzyme at all but, rather, a poorly efficient penicillin spe-

cialist, with a decreased level of catalytic efficiency for

BZ (as compared with extant lactamases and even with

the ancestral GPBCA lactamase) and negligible levels of

activity toward third-generation antibiotics. In terms of

catalytic efficiency, GPB-CON lactamase does not overlap

with the generalist-(promiscuous)-to-specialist character-

istic that defines the ancient Precambrian lactamases

(Fig. 5). Conversely, the ALL-CON lactamase does show

an increased efficiency toward third-generation antibiot-

ics concomitant with a decrease of efficiency towards

penicillin. Yet, ALL-CON lactamase does not reach the

level of substrate promiscuity of the most ancient

b-lactamases and it is an outlier in the generalist-

specialist conversion line as defined by the resurrected

proteins (Fig. 5).

Figure 5
Plots of catalytic efficiency for the hydrolysis of third-generation antibiotics (CTX and CAZ) versus catalytic efficiency for the hydrolysis of BZ.

Catalytic efficiency is measured by the Michaelis-Menten kcat/KM ratio. Values for TEM-1 lactamase and laboratory resurrections of Precambrian

lactamases (ENCA, GPBCA, GNCA, and PNCA) are taken from Risso et al.7 Values for the consensus GPB-CON and ALL-CON lactamases are
determined in this work (see Fig. S2 in Supporting Information for fits of the Michaelis-Menten equation to the experimental catalysis data and

supporting Information Table S3 for the KM and kcat values and their associated errors). The dashed line represents the generalist-specialist conver-
sion defined by the data on the extant TEM-1 and the Precambrian resurrected lactamases. The consensus GPB-CON lactamase is completely off of

the conversion line and is also a poorly efficient penicillin specialist (compare with its “ancestral partner,” the GPBCA lactamase). The consensus
ALL-CON lactamase is closer to the conversion line, at least for CTX, but does not yet reach the level of efficient substrate promiscuity as the

ancestral GNCA and PNCA lactamases. Error associated to the catalytic efficiency values (given in Table S3 of Supporting Information) are in most

cases smaller than the size of the data points in the plots shown here. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyon-
linelibrary.com.]
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CONCLUSIONS

Laboratory resurrections of ancestral proteins have

often led to coherent evolutionary narratives that provide

information about the environment surrounding ancient

life and the adaptation of these biomolecules to changing

environments over planetary time scales. Ancestral pro-

tein resurrection involves a large number of mutational

changes and may lead to variants of biotechnological

interest based on unique and/or extreme properties,

especially when targeting billion-year-old proteins. These

features are well illustrated by our recent work on labora-

tory resurrections of Precambrian b-lactamases7 and

Elongation Factors5,19,24 in which highly stable and effi-

cient promiscuous enzymes were obtained, thus provid-

ing support for the thermophilic character of

Precambrian life and for the generalist-specialist conver-

sion during natural evolution. Here, we have compared

the properties of previously reported laboratory resurrec-

tions of Precambrian b-lactamases7 with those of var-

iants encoded by consensus sequences based on the same

lactamase sequence alignment previously used for ances-

tral sequence reconstruction. As expected, the computed

consensus sequences show substantial levels of identity

with the Precambrian reconstructed sequences (Table I).

This lends credence to the notion that back-to-consensus

mutations may bring a modern sequence closer to that

of an inferred ancestor18 and provides some justification

for the combined discussion of consensus and ancestral

sequences in terms of protein stability.25 However, the

comparatively small number of amino acid differences

between consensus and ancestral reconstructions

(Table I) does have an impact on protein properties (i.e.,

substantial stability and catalytic impacts). We thus argue

that the consensus approach fails to consistently achieve

enhancements in stability and substrate promiscuity as

seen with ancestral proteins on the order of billions-of-

years old. In fact, out of the three consensus variants tar-

geted, one of these could not be prepared in the labora-

tory (likely because of misfolding and low stability), one

showed little stability enhancement and poor catalysis,

and only one displayed clearly enhanced stability and

substrate promiscuity albeit to a substantially lower

extent than laboratory resurrections of 2–3 billion year

old b-lactamases.

The consensus approach, as well as other sequence sta-

tistics approaches, as a starting point for protein engi-

neering still holds value of course. Back-to-consensus

mutations have been shown to be able to modulate pro-

tein properties (to enhance stability in most cases) in

many systems9–17 and correlation analyses of sequence

alignments have been used to engineer allosteric commu-

nication,26 to design sequences to fold to target struc-

tures27 and to simultaneously enhance primary and

promiscuous enzyme activities.28 Nevertheless, there are

clear differences between simple statistical analyses of

sequence alignments and reconstructed ancestral proteins

derived from the same alignments. Indeed, our results:

(i) highlight the phenotypic differences between consen-

sus variants and laboratory resurrections of ancestral

proteins (of Precambrian age in particular); (ii) disfavor

over-arching interpretations of consensus proteins as

accurate phenotypic representations of ancestral proteins;

(iii) support the notion that Precambrian resurrections

are a more robust approach to the preparation of protein

variants with large numbers of mutational changes and

extreme properties. These results seem reasonable consid-

ering that ancestral sequence reconstruction is a broad-

scale phylogenetic procedure that uses information of all

the extant sequences to simultaneously and consistently

reconstruct the sequences at all the nodes in the phyloge-

netic tree.
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